
James Finglas
managing director, MJ Flood Technology

FINGLAS SAYS cloud-based services are still
going very strongly for MJ Flood and adoption
is broadening beyond Office 365 (which he
describes as like a Trojan horse) to Azure and
mixed loads, especially in the SME sector
because smaller businesses are attracted to the
lower cost of ownership from putting as much
into the cloud as they can.
He admits that enterprise customers have

been “a little bit more cautious” and are much
more likely to keep their line of business
applications on-premises.
As for the channel, Finglas expects some

challenges to the traditional distribution model
and software licensing from Microsoft’s Cloud
Solution Partner (CSP) accreditation. “CSP will

create more competition at the distribution
level,” he predicts. “Distribution might be adding
value at the smaller end of the reseller stack but
they are going to have to work out how to add
value to larger resellers with a direct
relationship with Microsoft and a well-
developed service offering.”
He believes the CSP will make “quite a
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channel
BILLY MacINNES polls some channel personalities
for insights for the year ahead

Now that 2015 has ended, it is

time to look forward to 2016.

But what is the new year

likely to bring for the IT industry and,

more specifically, the channel?

Having tracked the changes recently

for distributors transitioning toward a

more solution-based model, the

impact on the channel may be seen

from vendor all the way to customer.

In light of the ongoing macro-trends of

mobile, Big Data, security and cloud,

how will this play out to the backdrop

of a strengthening economy?

“Distribution might be

adding value at the smaller

end of the reseller stack but

they are going to have to

work out how to add value

to larger resellers with a

direct relationship with

Microsoft”
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change” to the Microsoft distribution model but
it may take a while for adoption to take hold.
“Ask me what has been the effect of the CSP
programme this time next year.”
As for Ireland, he says the market is generally

buoyant and investment is good.

Michael Jackson
country manager, Tech Data Ireland

“THE DIRECTIONof the channel will be driven,
as always, by the changes taking place in the
way customers use IT,” Jackson says. “There is a
clear move towards hybridised infrastructures
and the use of more virtualised, converged and
software-defined systems, as well as cloud
services.” 
Business models within the channel will 

start to change and become more services-
led. “We’ll all need to collaborate, work 
together and call on each other’s skills and
capabilities even more than we have in the
past,” he argues. “It will be a year of continuing
transition for everyone. But we also need to
keep all this in perspective. It takes time for
customers to evaluate new solutions and 
they are not going to throw out existing
investments on a whim.”
Customers will still require good, locally

based trusted advice and support, so the
channel will have time to evaluate and
transition with them. “It will be a matter of
balancing the preservation of what’s good 
and what works today, and starting to embrace

the new solutions and practices that are more
appropriate to the way IT will be bought and
consumed in the future,” he concludes.

Michael Conway
director, Renaissance

“MORE AND MOREpartners are looking for
products and services that map onto their
business,” Conway observes, “and that allow
them to develop their business the way they
should.”
Customers are more tech savvy and

comfortable buying technology so resellers
need to be in a position to support them but
may not need to supply them. “Resellers need to
be in a position to supply (if appropriate),
support and integrate technologies to deliver
whatever the customer needs,” he says. “And
they need to be able to do that in a sensible way
where they can make money.”
Conway argues this means “getting rid 

of the man with the van, there’s no value in it.
The amount of work you get out of it and the
ROI is minimal. More and more, the man 
in the van is being replaced by the remote
partner.” The sustainability of the man in 
the van model is in doubt. Resellers need 
to be maximising the utilisation of their
engineers so there’s no point in them 
spending 50% of their time driving between
customer sites. 
As a consequence, organisations like

Renaissance are continuing to evolve and
provide solutions that can be delivered
remotely so that resellers can provide whatever
support, maintenance and enhancement
services customers require remotely and

minimise their overhead. “Distributors are the
core enablers to move them to where they need
to be,” Conway claims.
This approach helps resellers to standardise

their customers on particular software which
makes it easier to manage and monitor because
they are familiar with the environment.
“Engineers are doing a lot of technical work but
it’s within a fairly controlled environment.
They’re delivering vanilla-type, clean,
structured services, and getting the value out of
that. They can probably identify and resolve an
issue fairly quickly and do everything online
within an hour.”
This helps partners to reduce their costs,

generate more billable hours and sell more
competitively.  He has a stark warning for
partners that don’t change. “Will they still be in
existence? There’s a question over their
survival.”

Phil Croxford
director, VMware partner organisation 
(UK and Ireland)

CROXFORD BELIEVES 2016 will be “all about 
the second stage of virtualisation: software
defined storage and networks”. Partners
achieved great success selling compute
virtualisation but things have moved on. “It’s a
fairly simple equation in 2016, organisations that
survive on installing and configuring hardware
are going to be missing out on huge revenue
opportunities.” 
The move towards virtualisation has sped up

business change for many customers, and
software defined networking (SDN) “will provide
them with a faster and more agile solution,
especially as data security continues to rise up
customers’ agenda, and we want to work with
our partners to make this happen”.
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“It will be a matter of

balancing the preservation

of what’s good and what

works today and starting to

embrace the new solutions

and practices that are more

appropriate to the way IT

will be bought and

consumed in the future”

“It’s a fairly simple equation

in 2016, organisations that

survive on installing and

configuring hardware are

going to be missing out on
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opportunities”

“Resellers need to be in a

position to supply, support

and integrate technologies

to deliver whatever the

customer needs” >>
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Jessica McIlwaine
head of business solutions, E-MIT Solutions

2016 WILL BRING a number exciting trends
for the channel in Ireland, McIlwaine 
predicts. With the lines between business 
and leisure becoming increasingly blurred,
vendors will “continue to adopt virtual reality
and gamification concepts to drive enhanced

user experience and motivate sales teams with
an extra competitive buzz”. She warns that
channel partners “need to be conscious of these
adoptions and incorporate them into their
services”.
In terms of staff, the days of the lone wolf

salesman are over: “2016 is all about
collaboration and teamwork, with tools like
Skype for Business, OneDrive and Delve
becoming the norm in many Irish businesses.”
McIlwaine says that E-MIT is “seeing a flood of

business productivity enhancements from
companies like Microsoft and Dell, fully
equipping staff in and out of the office to be
happy and productive”. 
The company predicts there will be “strong

growth for the channel in areas such as mobile
sales apps, customer self-service and social
media for business”. She also expects CRM and
business intelligence tools such as PowerBI to
go from strength-to-strength in 2016, “providing
companies with that much needed ‘single pane
of glass’, actionable customer insights and
predictive analytics”.

Francis O’Haire
director of technology & strategy, Data Solutions

THE CHANNEL “will continue to be challenged
by a rapidly evolving IT landscape” in 2016,
predicts O’Haire. 
The cloud threatens to take away traditional

revenue streams and new disruptive
technologies will eat into legacy vendor
businesses. But while some may see these as
threats, O’Haire says: “I firmly believe they are
real opportunities for the channel. Throughout
2016, channel partners must continue to
strengthen their roles as ‘trusted advisors’ to
their customers, rather than just resellers of
hardware and software.”
Data Solutions will continue its role of helping

future-proof the businesses of its partners by
“bringing them new technologies that will
enable them to stay relevant to customers as
they demand more business value from their 
IT investment”.  8
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“We are seeing a flood of business

productivity enhancements from
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“Throughout 2016, channel
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customers, rather than just
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software”

Invisible Technology
It is only when technology
becomes invisible, it has been
argued, does it facilitate a
leap in what it can support.
Like plugging in an appliance,
when the cloud becomes a
truly invisible utility, will we
see a quantum leap in ICT?

Biometrics and
enterprise
With devices such as the
Surface Pro 4 and others now
offering 3D cameras and
infrared iris scans for
authentication, are many of
the identity and access
management headaches for
enterprise soon to become a
thing of the past? Have
biometric security measures
finally arrived?

Inside Track: 
Converged Infrastructure
With converged
infrastructure, such as
dedicated analytics machines,
combined compute, network
and storage nodes and
software defined anything
boxes, now available across
the board, what are the
effects on how organisations
buy and build their systems?

COMING UP NEXT...
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